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Operating Instructions DC19B GREEN
for plastic drums in combination with Signode 

Operating Instructions DRUMCLIP DC19B 
GREEN
In combination with two Signode Tennax T2220 

(19x0.89mm) straps.

DRUMCLIP DC19B GREEN is an innovative tool that 

makes it safer and easier to secure plastic drums to 

a pallet, without the use of additional pallets or other 

equipment. This solution is ISTA 3 E Pallet Stability and 

EUMOS 40509 Transport Safe certifi ed. This combina-

tion is useful for pallet stabilisation of 200 litre plastic 

drums on pallets. 

Important information 
 Check the Drumclip before use. A damaged 

Drumclip may not be used again. 

 Check the production date on the upperside of the 

Drumclip. The Drumclip must not be used for longer 

than 2 years after the production date. 

 The Drumclip can be cleaned with water and soap. 

 If the Drumclip has been in contact with chemicals, 

it may no longer be used. 

 Drumclips must be kept in dry, moderately heated 

conditions and protected from sunlight and 

mechanical damage.

 The Drumclip may not be dried or stored near fi re or 

in places with elevated temperatures. 

Step 1 
Place four plastic drums on a wooden pallet. 

Step 2
Place two Drumclips opposite each other between 

two drums with the wide side facing outwards. Use 

two Signode Tenax T2220 straps. One strap is stretched 

horizontally at the centre of the drums. The other strap 

is stretched vertically over the two Drumclips and 

under the pallet. Both straps are tensioned with a force 

of 2500 N. Now the pallet is safely certifi ed according 

to ISTA 3E Pallet Stability and EUMOS 40509 Transport 

Safe. The above step should be performed for each 

pallet with drums.
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